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Learn how MedeAnalytics can help you develop and 
implement an enterprise analytics strategy. 
Visit medeanalytics.com today.

Reasons to Adopt 
Enterprise Analytics

Gain a holistic view
Integrate fragmented and siloed data into one platform for a single source 
of truth across the enterprise. 

Ensure effective data governance
Strengthen alignment and collaboration across departments and 
throughout the healthcare ecosystem by providing shared access to 
financial, operational and clinical data from one trusted source. 

Streamline speed to insights
Eliminate reliance on IT for reports and analytics with real-time, self-service 
access and insight into data.

Take action
Identify primary cost drivers, non-emergent ED use, chronic conditions, 
patient satisfaction indicators—and take immediate action with the 
irrefutable proof that earns the support of senior leadership.

Modernize analytics
Improve decision making with comprehensive data orchestration, 
visualizations, guided analysis and machine learning to boost the enduring 
strength and viability of your analytics program. 

Build custom applications
Address your specific business issues by building, customizing and quickly 
implementing the analytics applications your enterprise needs. 

Trust analytics built for healthcare
Trust your data to a secure, reliable, scalable platform with applications 
that are easy to implement, customize and maintain—all built specifically 
for healthcare. 

Drive execution and accountability
Link action plans to metrics to communicate, align, measure and ensure 
performance against your strategic initiatives.

Achieve business value
Adopt an enterprise analytics strategy to increase cost efficiency, 
profitability, growth, innovation and market competitiveness—so you can 
gain an edge in an ever-changing healthcare landscape.
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12%
higher annual growth when 
they focus more on analytics 
in earnings calls 1

Companies achieve

90%
of corporate strategies 
will cite information and 
analytics as critical to digital 
transformation success3

By 2022,
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Analytics continues as a top investment for healthcare CIOs today.1 While recent research indicates the 
financial benefits of adopting analytics, organizations must navigate a crowded vendor landscape.1 Many 
payers and providers that use multiple vendors struggle to gain access to timely, integrated data—and miss 
out on the full return of their analytics investment.2

Enterprise analytics gives you a single platform to unlock your data’s hidden potential and leverage timely, 
trustworthy insights. Evolving with your business needs, an enterprise analytics strategy enables you to:
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game-changing 
technologies4


